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YU-FIT Configurator

YU-FIT
Configurator
Battery
Replacement
Made Easy
Replacing the battery on a modern vehicle is no
longer a straightforward fit-and-forget task.

Simple step by
step operational
functionality
Simply plug the YU-FIT into the EOBD port
and perform a battery configuration in just
a few easy to follow steps. Typically it takes
under 60 seconds on most vehicles.
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With the introduction of new CO2 production control
systems such as smart charging and Idle Start Stop
(ISS) it is essential that the vehicle has the correct
battery type installed.
An increasing number of automotive manufacturers
have introduced systems that now require a
replacement battery to be correctly configured to
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the vehicle after installation.
Failure to configure the correct specification battery
could result in:
•	Undercharging or overcharging of the battery
resulting in damage which is not covered by the
manufacturer’s warranty
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•	Loss of the ISS CO2 production control system
functionality
•	Possible loss of non-critical vehicle system functions
Battery configuration prevents incorrect battery
charging, ensures the correct operation of the ISS
CO2 production control system and prevents the loss
of non-critical vehicle systems.
The Century YU-FIT battery configurator tool
allows the configuration process to be carried out
on a growing number of vehicles equipped with new
technology smart charge and ISS systems.
The configuration process therefore:
•	Informs the vehicle that a new battery has been
installed
•	Informs the charging system of the new battery
characteristics
•	Ensures the vehicle uses the correct charging
parameters for the new battery
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OLED display

EOBD Diagnostic Plug
Arrows control the cursor
around the screen
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Mini USB port for connection to PC

OK button confirms the selected option
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Why choose a
Century YU-FIT?
The Century YU-FIT is an aftermarket battery
configuration tool that provides a cost effective,
easy to use solution.
The YU-FIT battery configurator provides a complete
battery replacement solution for vehicles that require
battery and energy management system configuration.
The YU-FIT will reduce battery replacement costs and
customer inconvenience, while enhancing the services
provided by aftermarket battery suppliers.
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 Easy to use, with simple walk-through six button
operation
 High build quality to ensure durability and long
service life
 Quick and easy battery configuration. Average
completion time is under 60 seconds
 Regular easy to install software updates, providing
end users with up-to date coverage*
 Unit operates directly from the vehicles EOBD port,
no batteries required
 Full 12 month warranty from purchase date
 First 12 months battery validation subscription
included with purchase price**
* Requires internet connection and USB data cable. ** Annual fee applies after this time.
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